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analysis to predict cellular
proliferation on randomly oriented electrospun
nanomaterials†

Nora Bloise, ab Lorenzo Fassina, c Maria Letizia Focarete,d Nadia Lotti ef

and Livia Visai *ab
Using a computer vision approach we have extracted the Haralick's

texture features of randomly oriented electrospun nanomaterials in

order to predict the proliferative behavior of cells which were

subsequently seeded onto the nanosurfaces.
Introduction

New advances in cell biology, regenerative medicine and tissue
engineering have been made possible by our understanding of
how the extracellular matrix (ECM) or the biomaterial surfaces
can control specic cell behaviors such as adhesion, growth,
differentiation and migration. Work in this area, an interdis-
ciplinary research eld called nanobiotechnology (NBT), clearly
shows that living cells have an extraordinary and intrinsic
capacity to sense, integrate and respond to environmental
signals at the micro- and nanoscale. Polymer surfaces, for
example, with specic chemical modications and with micro/
nano topographic designs are able to affect the above
mentioned cell behaviors and so determine whether a material
has preliminary cytocompatibility and is useful for biological
and medical purposes.1,2 In addition to chemical modication
of the surface, topography characteristics such as roughness
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and surface nanoscopic pores can also impact cellular
behavior.3–5 Topography can be evaluated via a computer vision
approach where an imaging technique (e.g., scanning electron
microscopy (SEM)) is followed by a texture analysis of the ob-
tained images and in this eld, in the past few years, classic 1st-
order texture analysis of the image gray-levels (e.g., their mean,
variance, skewness, and kurtosis) has evolved into a more
sophisticated 2nd-order method. This approach also considers
the relations between two or more pixels at a time, illuminating
patterns and objects in an image as well as its topography.6 A
successful way to perform a texture analysis of an image is via
the so-called Haralick's features;7 these features are calculated
from the gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM), which is
dened over an image and reveals the distribution of co-
occurring pixel grayscale values. The GLCM and its Haralick
features are used in many elds of texture analysis, for example
in land-use and forest-type classication,8 pollen detection,9

fabric defect recognition,10 and plant leaf classication.11 Usage
in a medical context includes skin texture,12 magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) images of the liver,13 X-ray mammog-
raphy,14 breast cancer,15 brain cancer,16 tumor phenotype,17 and
tumor classication.18 In the present work, from a tissue engi-
neering viewpoint, we have extracted the Haralick's textural
features of unseeded randomly oriented electrospun nano-
materials in order to predict the proliferative behavior of cells
which were subsequently seeded onto the nanosurfaces. In
other words, we have studied nanodetails of the biomaterial
surface via a computer vision approach to assess the biological
effects of the biomaterial nanoscale topography.
Results

Fig. 1 shows the SEM pictures of both scaffold groups [group #1
and group #2] used for texture analysis. Both groups contain
electrospun scaffolds made of uniform, bead-free, and
randomly arranged bres.

In Table 1, two Haralick's features of the scaffolds are shown.
In group #1, the comparison between the two materials was
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 1 SEM images of both group #1 and group #2 electrospun
scaffolds.

Fig. 2 NIH-3T3 cell proliferation and morphology at day 1 and 5 of
culture of group #1. (A) Cell number was obtained by metabolic
viability-based assay as described in the Experimental section. For DNA
quantification (B), results are expressed as total mg of DNA per sample.
Bars represent the mean values � standard deviation (SD) (**p < 0.01
and *p < 0.05). (C) Representative confocal laser scanning microscopy
(CLSM) images (scale bar: 50 mm) of cell morphology and focal
adhesion protein after 24 h of culture on scaffolds. The cytoskeleton
organization was observed by F-actin staining with phalloidin (red) and
focal adhesion by b1 integrin expression (green, Alexa Fluor 488).
Nuclei were stained with Hoechst 33342 (blue). Rectangles in left
panels show cells in the magnified area (insets: white arrows indicate
F-actin distribution). The right panels show 3D images with a top view
of the cells distributed in each scaffold. (D) Quantification of b1 integrin
fluorescence calculated as corrected total cell fluorescence (CTCF)
(*p < 0.05).
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signicant for both features (p < 0.05). In group #2, for contrast
feature, the signicant comparisons (p < 0.05) were PBCE vs. P73
and P73 vs. P82, whereas, for the variance feature, the signi-
cant comparison was between P73 and P82 (p < 0.05).

To assess the relevance of the parameters obtained by Har-
alick's features for the prediction of cell behavior, NIH-3T3
broblast proliferation was evaluated on both material groups
and in terms of the cell number, DNA content, cytoskeleton
organization and focal adhesion protein distribution. Interest-
ingly, the preceding texture analysis appears to agree with the cell
proliferation as measured via metabolic viability-based assay,
DNA content and SEM observation for both tested groups (Fig. 2,
3 and S1†). In particular, for the materials of group #1, a higher
level of both texture contrast and texture variance seems to be
a good predictor of higher proliferation (Fig. 2A and B). Indeed,
when compared to PBS, P(BSBDTDP) better supports cell prolif-
eration over the culture time. Despite a similar number of cells at
day 1, a higher cell number was observed on P(BSBDTDP) than on
PBS (**p < 0.01) at day 5 of culture (Fig. 2A and ref. 19), and also
a greater DNA content was found in the former nanomaterial at
the same time point (Fig. 2B; *p < 0.05), thus suggesting the
occurrence of higher cell proliferation compared to PBS. SEM
images at day 5 supported the above data, showing a noticeable
cellular colonization and a robust spreading of attened-shape
cells mainly covering P(BSBDTDP) surfaces (Fig. S1A† and ref.
19). Similar to what has been observed for proliferation, greater
levels of both texture contrast and texture variance are suitable
predictors of a different cell adhesion degree; although cells
exhibited a mixed morphology of mainly round or elongated
polygonal cells on both PBS and P(BSBDTDP), with F-actin (in
red) polymerized in a dense meshwork of well-dened stress
Table 1 Haralick's features (contrast and variance) of randomly oriented

Group #1

PBS P(BSBDTDP)

Contrast 0.0674 � 0.0058 0.0848 � 0.0080
Variance 3.4383 � 0.2259 4.3883 � 0.4602

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
bres (Fig. 2C), a strong signal of b1 integrin (the main trans-
membrane linker protein of focal adhesion,20 in green) was
observed mostly on P(BSBDTDP), whereas the integrin b1 uo-
rescence intensity was signicantly reduced in PBS (Fig. 2C and
D; *p < 0.05), suggesting a different degree of cell adhesion
process on this surface than P(BSBDTDP).
electrospun nanomaterial scaffolds

Group #2

PBCE P73 P82

0.0614 � 0.0092 0.0805 � 0.0126 0.0675 � 0.0182
3.3133 � 0.3389 3.8867 � 0.6601 2.7150 � 0.5477

Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 1330–1335 | 1331
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Fig. 3 NIH-3T3 cell proliferation and morphology at day 1 and 5 of
culture of group #2. (A) Cell number obtained by metabolic viability-
based assay and (B) DNA content. Bars represent the mean values �
standard deviation (SD) (****p < 0.0001 and *p < 0.05). (C) Repre-
sentative CLSM images (scale bar: 50 mm) of cell morphology (F-actin
in red) and focal adhesion protein (b1 integrin in green) after 24 h of
culture on scaffolds obtained as described in the Experimental section.
Rectangles in left panels show cells in the enlarged area (insets: white
arrows indicate F-actin distribution). 3D views of images are shown in
the right panels. (D) Quantification of fluorescence staining intensity of
b1 integrin expressed as CTCF (*p < 0.05).
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For the materials of group #2, although the statistical
signicance with p < 0.05 was not obtained for the variance
feature, we were able to see that the trend of the Haralick's
parameters was well reproduced in the trend of the cell prolif-
eration (Fig. 3A and B). As can be seen in Fig. 3A, a signicant
difference of cell growth was observed at day 5 in P73 in
comparison with PBCE and P82 (****p < 0.0001). Remarkably,
both DNA measurement (Fig. 3B) and SEM analysis (Fig. S1B†)
corroborated the above data. As was the case with group #1,
Haralick's features appear in accordance with a higher cell
adhesion and spreading on P73 associated with a highly orga-
nized F-actin lament meshwork and a signicant enhancement
of b1 integrin signal uorescence than on P82 and PBCE surfaces
(Fig. 3C and D). Indeed, in the latter materials, cells exhibited
a less spread morphology that was coupled with F-actin stress
bre staining mostly conned to the peripheral areas of the cell
(Fig. 3C, white arrows in the insets) and with lower expression of
the b1 integrin intensity (Fig. 3C and D). Remarkably, this
1332 | Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 1330–1335
cellular behavior was consistent with the reduced cell prolifera-
tion observed on these surfaces at day 5 of culture compared to
growth on the P73 nanomaterial (Fig. 3A and B).

Discussion

To properly design and develop functional and responsive
biomaterials that successfully interact with tissue components,
a deeper understanding of the behavior of cells at the bioma-
terial interface is very important.21,22 It is widely known that
integrin receptors, a family of cell surface adhesion receptors,
play a key role in cell–biomaterial interaction and cell mecha-
notransduction.22–25 The physical (e.g., topography and surface
stiffness) and chemical properties of biomaterials can be sensed
through focal adhesion sites (FAs, stable complexes composed
of numerous proteins, including paxillin and vinculin, directly
or indirectly associated with integrin clusters), which represent
the main focus of cell–biomaterial interaction.20,26 At these
adhesion sites, external cues can be transferred to the cyto-
skeleton and translated into biochemical and intracellular
changes through the activation of integrin-related signaling
pathways; these pathways regulate both rapid responses to
substrate mechanics and determine the cell behavior and fate
(such as proliferation and differentiation) by affecting the
transcription of specic genes.24,27 In fact, the rearrangement of
the actin cytoskeleton can also act as a direct mechanical link
between integrins and the nuclear envelope, enabling and
altering numerous downstream nuclear mechanoresponses.28

In addition, integrins can transmit signals from the inside of
the cell to the outside (inside-out signaling) to regulate cell
adhesion by increasing affinity to extracellular ligands.27

Undoubtedly, the nature of the biomaterials determines the
activation of different integrin subunits and a critical level of
cytoskeleton tension which is able to force specic cellular
responses.29 Surface analysis of a biomaterial is, then, impor-
tant for understanding and eventually predicting cell behavior
on biomaterials. In this context, numerous analytical tech-
niques provide different types of information about the surface
of a sample. Surface analysis techniques, such as Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),
can be employed to obtain information on the chemical struc-
ture of a surface.30,31 Besides, it is of interest to note that
different quantication methods, including time-of-ight
secondary ion mass spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS), radiolabeling,
and enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), are currently
used for the determination of surface ligand concentrations on
biomaterials, such as hydrogel systems,32 providing important
data to control or predict biomaterial–cell interaction. Scanning
probe techniques, such as scanning electron microscopy and
atomic force microscopy (AFM), have also been successfully
applied to probe the structure of surfaces, including the
measurements of the surface roughness.33,34 Currently, the
emergence of nanotechnology has created new demands for
surface techniques. In this growing context, a computer vision
texture analysis via Haralick's features can contribute to our
statistical understanding of the nanoscale world because these
features are able to nd out the relationships between
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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nanoscale details at the nano-level, thus throwing light on
patterns and objects in an image as well as on its nano-topog-
raphy.6 In particular, the Haralick's features showed, in the
biological context, their superiority in comparison to traditional
texture analysis methods such as Gabor lters and Fourier
transforms.35 This indicates that we can use Haralick's method
to assess and eventually predict the behavior of cells when
seeded onto a broad range of biomaterial surfaces. Finally, we
hypothesize that other scanning techniques, such as FESEM or
Cryo-SEM, could be associated with the analysis of Haralick's
textures in the study of the surface of hydrogels; in this regard,
since hydrogels can also have a complex inner pore structure, it
might also be interesting to perform Haralick's analysis from
slices obtained by tomographic techniques (e.g., SEM tomog-
raphy), for example to predict the behaviour of 3D biological
structures (such as the capillary growth within a biomaterial).

Conclusions

We demonstrated that nanotopography-induced changes in the
cell phenotype and proliferation can be predicted by Haralick's
texture analysis of the materials. Overall, these results suggest
that the Haralick's texture analysis method could help us to
evaluate and understand cell behavior and responses to
biomaterial surfaces. This conclusion has implications for
tissue engineering and regenerative medicine.

Experimental section
Preparation of randomly oriented electrospun nanomaterials

Poly(butylene succinate) (PBS) and poly(butylene succinate/
dithiodipropionate) (P(BSBDTDP)) electrospun mats were
fabricated (Fig. 1A) as previously described.19 An additional
three random electrospun mats, named PBCE, P73 and P82,
were obtained starting from the poly(butylene 1,4-cyclo-
hexanedicarboxylate) homopolymer (PBCE), and two random
copolymers made of butylenecyclohexanedicarboxylate (BCE)
and triethylenecyclohexanedicarboxylate (TECE) co-units, as
previously described.36 By varying the electrospinning condi-
tions, randomly oriented electrospun PBCE (bre dimension:
500 � 190 nm), P73 (bre dimension: 400 � 140 nm) and P82
(bre dimension: 580 � 160 nm) were produced (Fig. 1B).

Scanning electron microscopy of the scaffolds

The electrospun unseeded scaffolds were observed using a Zeiss
EVO-MA10 scanning electron microscope (Carl Zeiss, Oberko-
chen, Germany) with an accelerating voltage of 20 kV on
samples sputter-coated with gold, at 4000� magnication.

Scanning electron microscopy of cell-cultured scaffolds

On day 5 of culture the cell-seeded scaffolds were xed with
2.5% (v/v) glutaraldehyde solution in 0.1 M Na-cacodylate buffer
(pH ¼ 7.2) for 1 h at 4 �C, washed with Na-cacodylate buffer,
dehydrated at room temperature in an ethanol gradient series
up to 100% and then lyophilized for 4 h for complete dehy-
dration. Scaffolds were then sputter coated with gold and
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
observed with a Zeiss EVO-MA10 SEM (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen,
Germany) at 700� magnication. Cells seeded on plastic cell-
culture coverslip disks (Thermanox Plastic, Nalge Nunc Inter-
national, Rochester, NY) were used as the control.

Texture analysis of SEM images

Via the calculations of the Haralick's features it is possible to
evaluate the texture of a gray-level image and, therefore, to
correlate the texture features with the observed biological
parameters, namely cell proliferation in our study. For each
SEM image of the materials without cells, we have selected at
least two regions of interest (ROIs) to measure the gray-level co-
occurrence matrix (GLCM). We then, for each GLCM, calculated
two Haralick's features: the “contrast” and the “variance”.7 The
contrast computes the amount of dissimilarity inside the GLCM
and is a measure of the local variation in pixel values, whereas
the variance has the same meaning as the statistical variance
and is a measure of the pixel heterogeneity.

Cell seeding and culture

The murine broblast cell line, NIH-3T3 (CRL1658), was ob-
tained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC,
Manassas, VA). NIH-3T3 cells were cultured in Dulbecco's
modied Eagle medium (DMEM) with 4.5 g L�1 glucose
(Thermo Scientic, Waltham, MA), supplemented with 10%
bovine calf serum (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and 1% (p/v) L-
glutamine (Lonza Ltd, Basel, Switzerland). Cells were incubated
at 37 �C with 5% CO2, routinely trypsinized aer conuence,
then counted, and seeded. Prior to cell seeding, scaffolds were
cut into round pieces (2 cm2 area, about 80 mm thick), assem-
bled in 24-well CellCrown supports (Scaffdex, Tampere, Fin-
land) to avoid their oating in the cell culture medium, and
inserted into the wells of a 24-well plate. Subsequently, they
were sterilised with EtOH 96% for 15 min, then treated with
EtOH 70% for 15 min, washed twice in phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS) for 10 min, assembled in a 24-well plate, and
incubated overnight in PBS containing 1% penicillin/strepto-
mycin under UV light, as previously reported.19

Metabolic viability-based assay

On day 0 a drop of cell suspension containing 5 � 104 cells was
added onto the top of each scaffold and cell proliferation was
assessed by using the quantitative 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazole-2-yl)-
2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide-based assay (MTT; Sigma-
Aldrich) according to the manufacturer's instructions and as
previously described.19 Briey, at each time, NIH-3T3-seeded
scaffolds were transferred into a 24-well culture plate and the
medium was replaced by 500 mL of DMEM, followed by the
addition of 50 mL MTT (5 mg mL�1). The scaffolds were then
incubated for 4 h at 37 �C in a humidied 5% CO2 incubator.
Formazan crystals, formed by the interaction of the MTT solu-
tion with the live cells, were then dissolved in 1 : 1 (v/v) iso-
propanol – 0.04 MHCl. Aliquots of 100 mL were sampled and the
absorbance was measured at 565 nm by using a microplate
reader (BioRad Laboratories, Hercules, CA). A standard curve of
cell viability was used to obtain the cell number per sample.
Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 1330–1335 | 1333
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DNA content

To obtain the total DNA content aer 1 and 5 days of culture,
samples were processed through three freeze/thaw cycles in
sterile, deionized, distilled water. Between each freeze/thaw
cycle, scaffolds were roughly vortexed. The released DNA
content was measured with a uorometric DNA quantication
kit (PicoGreen; Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR), following the
manufacturer's protocol and as previously described.37 The
amount of DNA was expressed as the weight of DNA per scaffold
(mg per scaffold).
Confocal laser scanning microscopy

Aer 24 h of culture, cell-seeded scaffolds were washed with
PBS, xed with 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde solution (PFA) for 30
min at 4 �C, and then permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 for
5 min. To visualize the F-actin cytoskeleton organization, cells
were stained with tetramethylrhodamine B isothiocyanate
(TRITC) phalloidin conjugate solution (10 mg mL�1, EX/EM
maxima �540/575, Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS for 40 min at RT. For
focal adhesion detection, cells were incubated with primary
mouse anti-b1 integrin (1 : 100 in 1% BSA, NSJ Bioreagents, San
Diego, CA). Aerwards, samples were incubated with specic
secondary antibodies for immunouorescence, all used at
a concentration of 1 : 500 in 1% BSA. Hoechst 33342 (2 mg
mL�1) was used for nuclei staining. The images were taken
using a TCS SP8 confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems,
Bensheim, Germany) equipped with a digital image capture
system at 40� magnication. 3D views of images were also
taken. Additionally, the intensity of the b1-integrin uorescence
was calculated and quantied as corrected total cell uores-
cence (CTCF) with the formula CTCF ¼ integrated density �
(area of selected cell � mean uorescence of background
readings) using image analysis soware (Fiji Is Just ImageJ,
version: 2.0.0-rc-69/1.52p), according to previous studies.38
Statistical analysis

All calculations were performed using GraphPad Prism 6.0
(GraphPad Inc., San Diego, CA). The results were expressed as
mean � standard deviation. The different experimental groups
were compared using Student's unpaired t-test or one-way
variance analysis (ANOVA), followed by a post hoc Bonferroni
test for multiple comparisons (signicance level of 0.05).
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